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He is such a good potter that everyone appreciates his ………….. .

crisis                               hunch

craft                      lack

1-

1. 2.

3. 4.

Tehran besides Tabriz are among the ......................cities in our country. They are both concerned 

money.

deemed created polluted financial

2-

1. 2. 3. 4.

An .......................... production is the desire of every farmer.

imaginative image imagination imaginatively

3-

1. 2. 3. 4.

...................... is the essential factor in every organization which is going to develope.

Create Creative Creativity Creatively

4-

1. 2. 3. 4.

His principal.................... was international fame as a carpet producer. His goal is highly admired.

objection objective object objectively

5-

1. 2. 3. 4.

Dr. Kolen set up a committee to detect the problems during manufacturing. 'Set up'

means............. .

prevented removed prepared missed

6-

1. 2. 3. 4.

A ...................... manager is skillful enough in his approach to his job. He should not be amateur.

professional organizing multinational national

7-

1. 2. 3. 4.

The college runs courses in agriculture and.............................. .

manage manager managerial management

8-

1. 2. 3. 4.

The assembly-line worker died in the .......................of his duty. He always worked hard.

resource corporation performance department

9-

1. 2. 3. 4.

The students decided to have a larger lab and the university authorityies were

very.........................about that. They helped the students a lot.

abstract cooperative imaginative preventive

10-

1. 2. 3. 4.

Greenpeace is an international………..that works to protect the environment . 

organize                           organizes

organization                              organizational

11-

1. 2.

3. 4.
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The meeting will be open to the general ……………….. . All people in general can enter it.

activity                                    factors

theories                                    public

12-

1. 2.

3. 4.

It is difficult to design a program that will meet the diverse needs of all our users. 'Diverse'

means............. .

same                                      different

smaller                                  larger

13-

1. 2.

3. 4.

Good ………………..between workers and employers is vital in a factory.

communication                                     decision

deliberation                             policy                                     

14-

1. 2.

3. 4.

 The new employee will be  ………………..for anything that goes  wrong.

response                                 responses

responsibly                              responsible

15-

1. 2.

3. 4.

All food should be prepared under sanitary conditions. 'Sanitary' means............ .
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16-

1. 2.

3. 4.

I have severe doubts  about the utility of some factories made products. 'Utility' means............ .
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1. 2.

3. 4.

When a factory is in crisis , you need a strategy that can be implemented quickly. ' be

implemented' means........... . 
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1. 2.

3. 4.

Mashhad is a city more in tune with cultural institutions than outdoor recreations. 'Recreation'

means.............. .
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1. 2.

3. 4.
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The term bonus is referred to payment added to what is usual or expected. 'Added to'

means........... .
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1. 2. 3. 4.
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